Letter from FPSB Ltd. CEO, Noel Maye
Welcome to FPSB Ltd.’s inaugural edition of the Journal of
Financial Planning in India!

I am pleased to share with you articles and information from
India and around the world to build upon the body of

knowledge for ﬁnancial planning in India and support your
efforts to maintain CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERCM

certiﬁcation. Whether providing insights into how to build trust and deepen

professional relationships, decoding the traits and behaviors that add value to

clients, or highlighting practice aids every ﬁnancial planner can use, our Journal is
designed to beneﬁt you in your daily practice as ﬁnancial planners.

As part of a global community of over 180,000 CFP professionals, FPSB Ltd. is

committed to bringing you thought-provoking articles and best practices not only
from India, but also from around the world. I’d like to thank FPSB Network

organizations in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore and South

Africa, the Financial Planning Association in the United States and Dr. Alok Kumar,
CFP, in India, for generously providing articles for you to read in our inaugural

Journal. In additional to bringing you global knowledge on an ongoing basis, we
are inviting CFP professionals in India to submit articles on ﬁnancial planning

topics, which we will publish in future journals – see inside for more information.
Once you’ve read the articles, we invite you to take the continuing professional
development (CPD) quiz at the back to earn four CPD credits towards the 15

credits per year you need to complete as part of your CFP certiﬁcation renewal.
We’re on an important journey together to build a global ﬁnancial planning

profession to ensure that the public in India, and all over the world, will have

access to advice from competent, ethical ﬁnancial planners, who put clients’

interests ﬁrst. I hope you’ll join the global community in celebrating and promoting
World Financial Planning Day this October and to promoting how ﬁnancial

planning can give people conﬁdence, help them stay on track with their ﬁnancial
goals and, ultimately, live well.

I hope you enjoy this edition of FPSB Ltd.’s Journal of Financial Planning in India.
And please check out my video message above (just click to play).
Thank you.

Noel Maye

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd.

About the Journal
The purpose of the Journal of Financial
Planning in India is to expand the
knowledge base of CERTIFIED

FINANCIAL PLANNERCM professionals

and those interested in the profession.

Future contributions will span a variety of
areas including industry interviews,

viewpoint columns, insightful articles and
peer-reviewed technical papers. We
wish to provide content that is
interesting, original and, most
importantly, beneﬁcial to

CFPCM professionals and their work on

behalf of their clients.

Journal of Financial Planning in India is published by
Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd. (FPSB Ltd.)

The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed by the various authors in this Journal do not necessarily

reﬂect the opinions, beliefs and viewpoints of FPSB Ltd., its employees or its afﬁliated organizations. The
information provided in the Journal is for informational purposes. It should not be considered legal or

ﬁnancial advice. You assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with the
use of any information or other Journal content and should consult with an independent professional to
determine what may be best for your situation.

© 2019 Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd. All Rights Reserved (includes material copyrighted by
the author contributors.)

Any re-use, transmission, duplication or distribution of this publication’s content (in whole or in part)

without the expressed written permission of the author or FPSB Ltd., as applicable, is not allowed. Written
requests may be sent to info@fpsb.org.

Call for Articles
You can be a voice of support in the worldwide ﬁnancial

planning community by contributing to the growing body of
knowledge created and delivered BY ﬁnancial planning
practitioners FOR ﬁnancial planning practitioners!

Writing Guidelines for Contributions:
Articles:
We welcome written submissions that pertain to one of these

areas of ﬁnancial planning: tax planning, debt management, cash ﬂow

management, education planning, retirement planning, investment planning,
insurance planning or estate planning.

The ideal article length is between 1,000-3,000 words. Supporting imagery and

graphics are encouraged. Articles must be written in English and be relevant to
Indian CFPCM professionals and/or the global CFPCM community.

Audience:

You are writing for people like you – other CFPCM professionals!

Please provide timely and accurate information that has
practical implications.

Style:
Journal of Financial Planning in India is focused on providing

and promoting easy-to-comprehend, professionally written work.
A contributor’s thoughts, comments, ideas and graphics should
be easy to understand and structured for ﬂow.

Elements to be included for submission:
Due Date: Anytime! We review submissions year-round and determine which
articles ﬁt best with the publication's general theme.

Send to: IndiaCFPCertiﬁcation@fpsb.org

Format: When submitting an article please include: author name(s), mailing

address, email address, phone number, brief biographies of the author(s), and an
executive summary.

Executive Summary: The executive summary is not a sales pitch for the article,

but instead, a summary telling the reader what to expect: the purpose, topic, the
why, and the important practitioner implications. Executive summaries should be
no more than 250 words.

Graphics: No more than ﬁve graphics per article.
Endnotes/References: Please be sure to use references and endnotes, as
appropriate.

Author Release: By submitting an article for publication, all article authors
(individually and collectively the Author) agree as follows:

In consideration of having Author’s article reviewed and evaluated for publication,

Author grants to Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd. (FPSB Ltd.), its afﬁliates,
agents and assigns, a non-exclusive irrevocable, fully paid, worldwide right and
license, but not the obligation, to use, copy sublicense, transmit, distribute,

publicly perform, display, publish, edit modify, and create derivative works of the
submitted article or any portion thereof in any media now known or hereafter

devised for any purpose without compensation. Author further certiﬁes that the

article is original to the Author, does not violate or infringe the rights of any third
party and that Author has full authority to submit the article for publication. If

selected for publication, Author will execute a formal release in the form provided
by FPSB Ltd.

Which Words Change
Customers’ Minds?
By Shelle Rose Charvet
Have you ever been with the perfect potential client and inadvertently used the

wrong words, and lost the opportunity? Increasingly, as clients have become more
skeptical, harder to please and more worried about their ﬁnancial futures, ﬁnancial
advisors and ﬁnancial planners need a better way to understand them, and to
create credibility and trust.

That’s why I have been teaching advisors and planners how to identify what

motivates their clients, how they think and how they make decisions, using the

LAB Proﬁle®, short for Language and Behavior Proﬁle. It is a psycho-linguistic tool
that is based on the words people use, which can help advisors and planners
better relate to their clients and avoid misunderstandings. I presented this

technique at FP Canada’s CFP® Professional Symposium during Financial
Planning Week 2018.

Money and Motivation Triggers
Canadians often worry about money and want to avoid making bad decisions.

This is what is called an “away from” motivation. They want to “move away from”
loss, not having enough when they retire, etc. If an advisor or planner

inadvertently uses goal-oriented language with this type of potential client, rapport
and credibility will be lost.

On the other hand, some clients are focused on what they want to achieve

through investing. For example, they may want to make money, increase their net
worth or save more to have enough money when they retire. These clients, who
are focused on moving “toward” their goals, respond best to goal-oriented

language, such as “this plan will enable you to have more when you retire”, or

“this will get you what you want”. They would respond poorly to language which
emphasizes problems to avoid and escape from, such as “you won’t have to
worry” or “avoid making a mistake”.

Knowing what motivates your clients will help you maintain great rapport with them
and prevent misunderstandings.

Case Study: Mutual Fund Company
A mutual fund company had the following problem: They were generating leads

for high-value new clients from their investment advice program, but they were not
happy with their closing rate.

They hired me to help them and I interviewed prospective clients who phoned the
company and said “yes” to investing and prospects who also phoned but didn't
end up saying “yes”. From these interviews I uncovered the key LAB Proﬁle

Motivation Triggers™ for each group. I adapted their sales process to incorporate
these keys and proposed a series of keywords to use on their website and in the
television program that they are still using today, 15 years later.
And the results? Their closing rate increased by 50%.

What Motivates Your Clients?
To ﬁnd out what motivates your clients:
First ask them: What is important to you about …? What do you want? Listen and
note their answer.

Then ask: Why is that important? Listen to determine whether the person is
moving “toward” a goal or moving “away from” something.

To learn more about Motivation Triggers and how to work with them, check out my
new YouTube Channel by searching for Shelle Rose Charvet on YouTube, or by
clicking here.

Shelle Rose Charvet is a professional speaker and is the bestselling author of Words That Change

Minds and Words That Change Customers’ Minds. She has created a number of advanced techniques
used to: enhance rapport, trust, credibility and inﬂuence that enable people to prevent conﬂicts, avoid
stalemates in sales and negotiations and help everyone get what they need. Her website is:

www.successtrategies.com

Behavioural Ethics: The Joy of
Compliance
Past ﬁnancial crises have shown that institutional codes of
ethics, as key drivers of integrity, are fundamental to success.
As the worlds of ﬁnance and business
overlap and grow more competitive

every day, sound ethical values have
unfortunately been pushed aside in

pursuit of greater proﬁts or investment
returns.

This encourages fraudulent activities

and transactions among both service

providers and clients, resulting in huge

losses to organisations and even society
as a whole.

A Problem of Perception
Although no shortage of companies

worldwide have solemnly pledged to inculcate stronger compliance cultures,
compliance itself is seen as an inconvenient “obstacle” on the road to larger
ﬁnancial or business goals.

With these misperceptions still rampant, how do behavioural ethics play a role in
stopping under-the-table dealings while allowing businesses to leverage on
compliance to ensure their success and proﬁtability?

This question has become a key talking point among players in the ﬁnancial
industry, even as regulators worldwide address the question of how ethical

frameworks can be strengthened amid regulatory divergence and an increasingly
complicated ﬁnancial landscape.

From the 2008 Bernard Madoff investment scandal in the US, which resulted in

JPMorgan Chase & Co being slapped with a ﬁne of US$2.6 billion, to Malaysia’s

infamous 1MDB ﬁasco, which saw AmBank being ﬁned nearly RM53.7 million by
Bank Negara: where were the ethics, and why didn’t banks report or halt
suspicious funds moving in and out of the ﬁnancial system?

Sadly, it would seem that the illicit proﬁts involved were so attractive that the role

of compliance was completely ignored. This points toward money laundering as a
primary concern for the industry in Malaysia, with illegal funds from compromised
sources being ‘washed’ by passing through ﬁnancial institutions and service
providers, enabled by the failure of ﬁnancial professionals in detecting or
reporting such transactions.

This begs the question: are criminals getting smarter in ﬁnding loopholes in or

subverting our ﬁnancial systems, or are ﬁnancial service providers just turning a
blind eye to potential criminal activities just to achieve their business targets?

Consequences of Noncompliance
If Malaysian ﬁnancial players fail to implement effective countermeasures to stop

crooks and money launderers, this will have serious repercussions for the ﬁnancial
services industry in the long run. A number of players have already had their
licenses revoked for blatantly ignoring red ﬂags in the interests of protecting
business revenue from high-networth or politically-connected clients.

For example, the banking licences of BSI Bank and Falcon Bank in Singapore

were withdrawn by the island nation’s central bank in 2017 for serious breaches of
antimoney laundering requirements and poor management oversight of banking
operations, as well as gross misconduct by bank staff.

It is here that codes of ethics for the ﬁnancial industry can play a preventive role,

holding industry players including ﬁnancial planners to high standards of integrity
while maintaining stakeholder conﬁdence in the ﬁnancial system.

For these reasons, regulators have made it compulsory for ﬁnancial professionals
to undergo continuous training and in-house classes, including certiﬁcation
programmes, to upgrade their levels of competency and integrity.

Financial Planners and Compliance
Transparency is perhaps one of the most effective deterrents against

noncompliance, and underscores the importance of honest and open dealings by
all ﬁnancial professionals. By practising transparency, it is harder for

unscrupulous agents to hide acts that can damage the reputation of or bring
discredit to an entire organisation.

In addition, ﬁnancial planners must exhibit accountability and trustworthiness in
every aspect of their conduct and behaviour when managing and dealing with

ﬁnancial products. For example, there should be no instances of hidden clauses,
illegal charges or fees, or even manipulation of ﬁnancial product terms with the
intention to mislead consumers.

It is important that every client is respected and treated in a professional manner.
At the same time, ﬁnancial professionals should screen potential clients before

onboarding them to ensure that the interests of the ﬁnancial institution or services
provider employing them are not adversely affected in the future.

On another front, the conﬁdentiality of ﬁnancial information or records has become
a much more sensitive area in the ﬁnancial industry today, as breaches of secrecy
among ﬁnancial services employees have risen in number over the years,
reﬂecting poor ethical standards.

It is a serious ethical lapse to divulge ﬁnancial information to unauthorised parties
without the consent of the client. Aside from the ramiﬁcations for the client

themselves, such unethical behaviour will also hurt investor conﬁdence, while

tainting the reputation of ﬁnancial institutions and all investment professionals as a
whole.

Moving Towards the Future
Objectivity and moral judgment must be developed further within the industry for
ﬁnancial services providers to acknowledge the need for higher standards of
integrity and compliance.

The perspective of proﬁt as a benchmark, at the expense of honesty, should never
be tolerated, and only when this is practised will we see a new breed of ﬁnancial
professionals emerge to drive the country to the next level of development.

As such, ﬁnancial planners should never allow any conﬂict of interest, bias or
undue inﬂuence to override their business and professional judgement.

The mindset of ﬁnancial industry players must change, as the future of ﬁnancial
services providers lies in the ability to harmonise compliance and business

development. This balancing act, while ever-challenging, is what good
governance demands from ﬁnancial professionals.

Vijayaraj R Kanniah Director cum Principal Trainer of Visioon Business
Solutions Sdn Bhd; Managing Partner of Messrs Sheila Hussain Vijay &
Partners

Breaking Barriers to Financial
Planning
In recent years, the ﬁnancial services industry has seen a growing demand for

online tools, particularly with the rise of self-directed investing, robo-advisors and
hybrid advice models. Although digital platforms can streamline the ﬁnancial

planning process, they can also inadvertently create obstacles for investors that
might delay them in reaching their ﬁnancial goals. Dr. Laurence Ashworth,
Associate Professor of Marketing at Queen’s University’s Smith School of

Business, and Dr. Lynnette Purda, Associate Professor and RBC Fellow of Finance
at the Smith School of Business, have teamed up to research the ways that

psychological barriers, in particular, can discourage or prevent Canadians from
obtaining ﬁnancial planning advice. The project is being funded by the FP

Canada Research Foundation—an independent registered charity dedicated to
funding and disseminating original ﬁnancial planning research for the beneﬁt of

Canadians. “We know that technology is used as a tool for ﬁnancial planning and
we want to identify any potential dangers with its use or any ways that it can

supplement the traditional face-to-face interaction with a ﬁnancial planner,” Dr.

Purda says. To help understand the nature of these barriers, Dr. Ashworth and Dr.
Purda are conducting interviews with a wide range of consumers and ﬁnancial

planners in addition to a largescale survey that will identify both similarities and

differences in these barriers across population sub-groups. The second part of

their research will examine how ﬁnancial organizations can reduce barriers that

prevent consumers from accessing advice and undermine the quality of advice

received. Research is still in preliminary stages, but some potential barriers could
cause investors to get stuck in the data collection process, Dr. Purda says. For
instance, investors might walk away from online tools if they have privacy

concerns, since they may not want to provide certain private details if they don’t
trust the platform is secure. Another potential barrier could be inherent in the

methods online platforms use to collect information. For example, a digital tool

might ask for an investor’s net worth, but the investor may not readily have that
information.

“EVEN SIMPLY ASKING THAT QUESTION CAN IMPOSE
A BARRIER THAT IS LIKELY TO CAUSE PEOPLE TO
STEP AWAY FROM WHAT THEY WERE TRYING TO DO.
WE KNOW FROM RESEARCH ON CONSUMER
BEHAVIOUR THAT AS SOON AS PEOPLE STEP AWAY,
THE CHANCE OF THEM CONTINUING CAN BE MUCH
LOWER.”
Dr. Laurence Ashworth, Associate Professor of Marketing at Queen’s
University’s Smith School of Business
“That might seem like a simple question from a ﬁnancial planner’s point of view,

but for most people, they have no idea how to calculate that,” Dr. Ashworth says.
“Even simply asking that question can impose a barrier that is likely to cause

people to step away from what they were trying to do. We know from research on
consumer behaviour that as soon as people step away, the chance of them
continuing can be much lower.” The researchers plan to explore potential

strategies to avoid these types of barriers by performing experiments once

they’ve collected their initial data. In the above scenario that involves obtaining an
investor’s net worth, Dr. Ashworth and Dr. Purda might try asking alternative

questions, such as the value of an investor’s house or if they have any outstanding
debts, to see if they can obtain the same data while making the process easier on

the client. The end goal of this research is to provide a suite of tools or techniques
that can help better facilitate the ﬁnancial planning process, Dr. Purda says. The
outcome could be guidance for ﬁnancial planners and ﬁrms, such as how to

effectively frame questions, or broader in scope, such as direction on how to
effectively engage different demographics.

Permission to reprint this article was generously provided by the Advancing Professional Financial
Planning Canada

Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd.
to Launch World Financial Planning Day
2019 on 2nd October
Financial Planning Standards Board Ltd. (FPSB Ltd.) and the global community of
professional ﬁnancial planning bodies representing over 181,000 CERTIFIED

FINANCIAL PLANNERCM professionals worldwide are pleased to host the third

annual World Financial Planning Day (#WFPD) on Wednesday, 2 October.

The FPSB network will partner with the International Organization of Securities

Commissions (IOSCO) to promote ﬁnancial literacy and capability through World
Financial Planning Day 2019, which takes place during IOSCO’s World Investor
Week, a global campaign from 30 September – 6 October designed to raise
awareness about the importance of investor education and protection.

Global consumer research conducted by FPSB Ltd. found that just 22 percent of

consumers feel strongly conﬁdent that they will achieve their ﬁnancial goals, only
17 percent believe strongly in their ﬁnancial knowhow, and only 19 percent feel
they are successful at sticking to their ﬁnancial strategies.

FPSB Ltd. launched WFPD in 2017 as part of the global ﬁnancial planning

community’s commitment to increase levels of consumers’ ﬁnancial literacy and

capability, and to promote how ﬁnancial planning can help the public take control
of their ﬁnances, increase their conﬁdence and stay on track with their ﬁnancial
and life goals.

“FPSB Ltd. and the global ﬁnancial planning community are pleased to join

IOSCO for the third year in empowering more consumers around the world to take
control of their ﬁnances and their futures,” said FPSB Ltd. CEO Noel Maye. “On
World Financial Planning Day, the FPSB network and thousands of CFPCM

professionals around the world will help raise awareness of the value of ﬁnancial
planning, of having a ﬁnancial plan and of working with a competent and ethical
ﬁnancial planner who puts clients’ interests ﬁrst.”

Said José Alexandre Vasco, Chair of IOSCO’s Committee on Retail Investors: “We
are proud of events like World Investor Week and World Financial Planning Day
that highlight the value of investor education and the work being done by
securities regulators and others to increase investor ﬁnancial literacy. By

recognizing ﬁnancial planning as a global citizenship skill, World Financial

Planning Day has the potential to help millions improve their futures and ﬁnancial
wellbeing through savings and investments.”

During WFPD, FPSB Ltd.’s global network of over 181,000 CFP professionals in 27
countries and territories will provide programs and events to promote consumer

awareness and understanding of the value of ﬁnancial planning, covering topics
such as debt management, ﬁnancial emergency preparation, home ownership,
saving, investment planning and retirement. In addition, FPSB will host a

#PlanWell2LiveWell video contest in which consumers are prompted to share what
living well means to them.

Further details about the video contest, WFPD and FPSB’s network-wide programs
and events will be available on FPSB’s Facebook and Twitter accounts, as well as
on worldfpday.org, beginning 1 July.

Financially Sound Households
Use Financial Planners, Not
Transactional Advisers
by David M. Blanchett, Ph.D., CFA, CFP®
David M. Blanchett, Ph.D., CFA, CFP®, is head of retirement research at

Morningstar Investment Management. He is an adjunct professor of wealth

management at The American College. He is a recipient of the Journal’s 2007

Financial Frontiers Award and its 2014, 2015, and 2019 Montgomery-Warschauer
Award.

Executive Summary
Financial advisers can add signiﬁcant value for clients, but empirical
evidence documenting this effect is mixed.

This paper explores how household ﬁnancial decision-making varies by four
sources of information: ﬁnancial planners; transactional ﬁnancial advisers;
friends; or the Internet.

Five aspects of decision-making were explored: portfolio risk levels; savings
habits; life insurance coverage; revolving credit card balances; and

emergency savings using the six most recent waves of the Survey of
Consumer Finances (2001 to 2016).

Households working with a ﬁnancial planner were found to be making the

best overall ﬁnancial decisions, followed by those using the Internet, while
those working with a transactional adviser were making the worst ﬁnancial
decisions.

Households are becoming increasingly responsible for myriad ﬁnancial decisions,
such as determining how much to save for retirement, how to invest those

savings, when to retire, etc. Given the complexity of these decisions and the

general lack of ﬁnancial literacy among U.S. households (Lusardi and Mitchell
2014), ﬁnancial advisers should seemingly be well-positioned to help improve
household ﬁnancial decision-making. Indeed, a growing body of theoretical
research has noted the potential value of ﬁnancial advisers in a variety of

domains; however empirical evidence on the topic is mixed and generally
suggests households with ﬁnancial advisers do no better (or even worse) than
those without, especially in investment-related domains.

The general lack of empirical evidence on the improved outcomes or decisionmaking for households working with ﬁnancial advisers is not positive for the

ﬁnancial advice profession. Empirical evidence on this topic is lacking for a variety
of possible reasons. One could be that the empirical research, which is largely

investment-focused, is not capturing value created in other domains (e.g., savings
rates or life insurance coverage). Another could be that certain types of advisers

are providing valuable services (e.g., ﬁnancial planners) that are not consistently
captured in the relatively broad “ﬁnancial adviser” description.

This paper used the six most recent waves of the Survey of Consumer Finances
(2001 to 2016) to explore how household decision-making across ﬁve ﬁnancial
planning domains (portfolio risk level, savings habits, life insurance coverage,
revolving credit card balances, and emergency savings) varied across four

information sources: ﬁnancial planners, transactional ﬁnancial advisers, friends, or
the Internet. By decomposing ﬁnancial advisers into two types, it is possible to

better understand if any differences exist by the type of the advice engagement.
The analysis focused on the soundness of various household ﬁnancial decisions
(e.g., does the household have any revolving credit card debt?) versus more
outcome-oriented variables (e.g., wealth or level of savings). Focusing on

decisions better captured differences in multiple domains, reduced issues

associated with reverse causality (because clients with more wealth become

increasingly attractive to ﬁnancial advisers and it may be difﬁcult to determine the
role of the ﬁnancial adviser with respect to the wealth creation), and controlled for
the fact that higher wealth (or more savings) doesn’t necessarily imply the

household is behaving optimally (e.g., adequate life insurance may reduce

available savings, but it is a vital component of a sound ﬁnancial plan for most
households).

Households working with a ﬁnancial planner were found to be making the “best”
ﬁnancial decisions, in the aggregate as well as in four of the ﬁve domains

considered, while households working with a transactional adviser were making

the “worst” ﬁnancial decisions. Selection bias is a potential issue with the results,
since the decision to work with a ﬁnancial planner is a positive indicator of

ﬁnancial decision-making and potentially endogenous to variables considered;
however, these ﬁndings do at least suggest ﬁnancial planners are adding the

most value among the information sources considered, especially compared to
transactional advisers.

Households using the Internet scored second to ﬁnancial planners on overall

ﬁnancial soundness. This is noteworthy given the growing use of the Internet as

the primary information source for households included in the analysis, increasing
from 3 percent in 2001, to 40 percent in 2016, as well as given its relatively low
cost (especially compared to many ﬁnancial advisers). However, the better

outcomes associated with the Internet have been declining over time (from 2001
to 2016), so it is not clear to what extent this relation will persist in the future.

All ﬁnancial advice is not the same; nor are adviser types. Thus, one shouldn’t

expect the potential value of advice to be uniform, either, so research that does
not attempt to control for advice type may likely produce biased results.

Overall, the basic question “Do ﬁnancial advisers add value?” is not necessarily
well-deﬁned in the empirical literature, given the signiﬁcant differences in the

scope of services provided by ﬁnancial advisers. It is likely that potential and

realized beneﬁts of ﬁnancial advice vary by adviser type. This paper will explore
this speciﬁc topic in greater detail.

Literature Review
The lack of ﬁnancial literacy of U.S. households (Lusardi and Mitchell 2014) would
suggest ﬁnancial advisers have the potential to add signiﬁcant value, both in
investing and non-investing domains. For example, from an investment

perspective, Odean (1998) found that investors tend to underperform by selling

winners too soon and holding losers too long, a tendency labeled the “disposition
effect” (Shefrin and Statman 1985). A ﬁnancial adviser who is aware of this effect
can either make clients aware of it to help mitigate it, or take discretion of the
account (assuming the adviser is not disposed to the same effect).

Exploring the potential value of ﬁnancial advice is a growing ﬁeld of research.

Theoretical research on the value of ﬁnancial advice has focused on the potential
value of making optimal ﬁnancial decisions compared to some type of naïve
benchmark (i.e., what the household would be assumed to do without the

adviser). For example, Hanna and Lindamood (2010) and Blanchett and Kaplan
(2013) both used utility-based models to explore the potential value of ﬁnancial
advisers. Both found that the value of ﬁnancial advice can be signiﬁcant and

potentially exceed common ﬁnancial adviser fees, although the true expected

value will vary by client. Additional research by Kinniry, Jaconetti, DiJoseph, and
Zilbering (2014) and Grable and Chatterjee (2014) also explored the potential
value of ﬁnancial advisers.

Households that work with a ﬁnancial adviser tend to have higher incomes, be
wealthier, more educated, older, and more ﬁnancially literate (Burke and Hung

2015). These individuals also tend to have higher risk tolerance (Hanna 2011).

Research on consumer ﬁnancial decisions increasingly points to the importance
of ﬁnancial sophistication as a determinant of sound ﬁnancial decision-making
(Campbell 2006), therefore controlling for household demographics is an
important aspect of any type of empirical analysis.

One problem with identifying any type of empirical beneﬁt associated with working
with a ﬁnancial adviser is that the decision to hire a ﬁnancial adviser is not random
and is potentially endogenous to whatever outcome variable is considered. For
example, it may be that wise and ﬁnancially prudent decision-makers are more
likely to hire ﬁnancial advisers. Similarly, an investor who was already making

sound ﬁnancial decisions may hire a ﬁnancial adviser with the goal of helping him
or her make even better ﬁnancial decisions. For these investors, it would be

difﬁcult to disentangle the actual impact of the adviser on decisions, had the
investor not hired the adviser (i.e., correlation does not necessarily imply
causation).

Early empirical evidence on the value of a ﬁnancial adviser focused largely on

investment-related domains and noted mixed ﬁndings. For example, research has
noted positive (Grinblatt and Keloharju 2000; Shapira and Venezia 2001; and

Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean 2008), and negative (Bergstresser, Chalmers, and

Tufano 2009; Mullainathan, Noeth, and Schoar 2012; Hackethal, Haliassos, and
Jappelli 2012; and Chalmers, Johnson, and Reuter 2014) effects of advisers on

investment outcomes. However, the majority of research has suggested investors
using ﬁnancial advisers are no better off (or potentially worse off, especially after
fees) than those without.

The possible beneﬁts of a ﬁnancial adviser extend beyond investment domains,
and some research has explored these areas. For example, Warschauer and
Sciglimpaglia (2012) noted how advisers can assist with emergency fund

management, debt management, insurable risk reduction, investment risk control,
goal assessment, and tax and estate assessment. Engelmann, Capra, Noussair,
and Berns (2009) suggested ﬁnancial planners may help clients focus on long-

term goals by reducing short-term anxiety from market volatility. Burke and Hung
(2015) suggested that working with a ﬁnancial adviser helps improve ﬁnancial and
savings habits.

Research by Martin and Finke (2014), Finke, Huston, and Waller (2009), Cho,

Gutter, Kim, and Mauldin (2012), among others, has noted a positive relationship
between the use of ﬁnancial advisers and savings. Additional research on
decisions surrounding life insurance (Finke, Huston, and Waller, 2009),

emergency savings (Bhargava and Lown 2006), and disability insurance (Scott
and Finke 2013) have also noted better outcomes for households working with

ﬁnancial advisers. Most of these studies, though, did not control for selection bias.
Marsden, Zick, and Mayer (2011) attempted to control for simultaneity bias and

reverse causation and found no statistically signiﬁcant difference in self-reported
retirement savings or short-term growth in retirement account asset values for
those using a ﬁnancial adviser. However, they did note that meeting with a
ﬁnancial adviser was associated with setting long-term goals, calculating
retirement needs, retirement-account diversiﬁcation, use of supplemental

retirement accounts, retirement conﬁdence, and higher levels of savings in
emergency funds.

Recall that empirical evidence on the value of working with a ﬁnancial adviser is
weak for a variety of reasons, such as misaligned incentives, lack of general
ability, and segmentation/identiﬁcation.

With respect to incentives, depending on the domain explored, it may not actually
be in the ﬁnancial adviser’s best interest to help the client make the optimal
decision, if that decision does not align with the adviser’s method of

compensation. For example, Del Guercio and Reuter (2014) noted how brokers

face a weaker incentive to generate alpha, and Christoffersen, Evans, and Musto
(2013) suggested fee sharing alters broker incentives and can be particularly

harmful to investors when brokers’ incentives are not aligned with their clients’
interests.

Financial advisers may also not be as capable as they should be. For example,

Linnainmaa, Melzer, Previtero, and Foerster (2018) found ﬁnancial advisers make
the same poor investment decisions as their clients (such as frequent trading,
return chasing, use of active funds, and under-diversiﬁcation).

No state or federal law requires ﬁnancial advisers to hold designations.1 Of the

one million ﬁnancial services professionals in the U.S. today, only approximately
®
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80,000 ﬁnancial advisers hold the Certiﬁed Financial Planner (CFP ) designation,
the most popular ﬁnancial advising designation, followed by the Chartered

Financial Consultant (ChFC) designation, with 55,0003 designees (Raskie, Martin,
Lemoine, and Cummings 2018). Job titles also often provide little insight into the
scope of services provided by the adviser, at least partially due to lack of
regulatory requirements.

Identifying the scope of the advice engagement (i.e., the type of ﬁnancial adviser)
can be difﬁcult, especially when using well-known publicly available datasets

(Heckman, Saey, Kim, and Letkiewicz 2016). Limited research documents how
households fare using different types of ﬁnancial advisers. Martin and Finke
(2014) is one example. They noted households using more comprehensive

ﬁnancial advisers generated more wealth than those without any help, as well as
versus those advisers providing less holistic services.

Sources of Financial Information for Households
Robust data on household ﬁnancial information sources may be found in the

Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF). The SCF is a triennial cross-sectional survey

of U.S. families conducted by the Federal Reserve Board that includes information
on families’ balance sheets, pensions, income, and demographic characteristics.
Heckman, Saey, Kim, and Letkiewicz (2016) evaluated the validity of the

measures of ﬁnancial planner use in publicly available datasets and suggested
the SCF was one of the two most promising datasets, as there are a variety
available.4

This speciﬁc question in the SCF asks the respondent about the source of
ﬁnancial information:

The response to this question was used to determine a household’s source of

ﬁnancial information.5 If multiple sources were provided by the respondent, the

ﬁrst response provided was assumed to be the primary information source.
Financial advisers were classiﬁed into two types: ﬁnancial planners and

transactional advisers. If “ﬁnancial planner” was the response, the ﬁnancial
adviser was deemed to be a ﬁnancial planner. If “banker” or “broker” was

selected, the ﬁnancial adviser was deemed to be transactional. Lawyer or

accountant responses were not included in either ﬁnancial adviser group because
these are not professions typically associated with ﬁnancial planning.

The term “transactional adviser” was used, versus the actual response of banker

or broker, to reﬂect the likely scope of services associated with the advice. Being
a broker (or banker) and a ﬁnancial planner is not mutually exclusive; many

advisers work for a broker-dealer (who are technically brokers) that provides
comprehensive ﬁnancial planning services. Therefore, the response to the

question was assumed to be based on the nature of services being provided,

where the advisers providing more holistic services were referred to as “ﬁnancial
planners,” and advisers who are less holistic in nature, and likely more

transaction-oriented (e.g., broker or banker) were “transactional advisers.” The

“Internet” was also considered an information source (for those who selected the
Internet) and a “friends” information source was created as a combination of the
“call-around” and “friend/relative” responses.

Instead of including all available households, the test group was limited to

households that were assumed to be potentially interested in considering ﬁnancial
advice, as well as those that would consider guidance among the ﬁve domains
considered. To be included, the respondent must have been between ages 25
and 55;6 the household must have had at least $5,000 in ﬁnancial assets and
retirement assets (note these assets are not mutually exclusive); and the

household had to have wage income and normal wage income above $25,000
annually (again, these deﬁnitions are not mutually exclusive). All values were
converted to 2016 dollars. These ﬁlters created a dataset that was not

representative of the entire U.S. population, yet likely better reﬂected the cohort of
investors who would potentially be interested in working with a ﬁnancial adviser
(e.g., it is unlikely a household with no income and no savings would seek the
services of a ﬁnancial adviser).

Figure 1 includes information about the distribution of the use of these four advice
sources for the six waves of the SCF included in the analysis. Household weights
were included when estimating the percentages.

As shown in Figure 1, the Internet appears to be displacing the “Friends” and

“Other” sources of ﬁnancial information since 2001. For example, Friends and
Internet were 45 percent and 3 percent of information sources in 2001,

respectively, but changed to 19 percent and 40 percent, respectively, by 2016.

This suggests that households who may have asked a (relatively unsophisticated)
friend a ﬁnancial question historically are increasingly going online to ﬁnd an
answer instead.

The growth in the use of the Internet has been relatively similar across age groups
within this dataset. An additional analysis (not included in Table 1) was conducted
where households were split based on respondent age—those above and below
the age of 40. The results were very similar for both groups. One reason for the
relatively large growth in the use of the Internet for this analysis was that only
relatively young households were included (all are age 55 or younger). This
relation may not hold at all ages (e.g., respondents over the age of 80).

The percentage of households using a ﬁnancial planner increased over the study

period, from 10 percent in 2001 to 18 percent in 2016, while the percentage using

transactional advisers remained relatively unchanged. On average, approximately
34 percent households were using either type of ﬁnancial adviser—a ﬁnancial
planner or a transactional adviser—over the entire period.

Collins (2012) noted ﬁnancial advice usage in the U.S. was 20 percent to 33

percent based on different sources, while Hanna (2011), using data from SCFs

from 1998 to 2007, noted advice usage from 21 percent to 25 percent. The likely
reason this estimate of ﬁnancial adviser use (34 percent) is higher than other

research is because households that do not meet the previously noted income or
asset requirements were excluded from the analysis (recall that the dataset is not

representative of all U.S. households, rather households that are more likely to be
investors).

Who Uses Each Information Source?
To better understand which household attributes were associated with the

selection of each of the four potential information sources, a series of logistic

regressions were performed. The dependent variable for the logistic regressions

was the information source selected. The independent variables were respondent
age, total household income, total household ﬁnancial assets, respondent years
of education, whether the respondent was female (this is a dummy variable that

equals one if the respondent is female), whether the household was single (this is
a dummy variable that equals one if the household is not married), and whether

the household was non-white or Hispanic (also a dummy variable). All values were
translated in 2016 dollars. Only households that met the previously noted criteria
were included in these regressions. The results of the logistic regressions are
included in Table 1.

Although it is common to use the repeated-imputation inference (RII) method to
correct for underestimation of variances due to imputation of missing data

(Montalto and Sung 1996) when running regressions using the SCF, the logistic
regressions in this study were based on a single aggregated value for each
household. (Additional information about the household-level aggregation

approach is provided in the analysis section.) Using a single value for each
household decreased the standard errors for the regression.

The logistic regression results in Table 1 are somewhat inconsistent with past

research exploring who uses a ﬁnancial adviser. For example, Burke and Hung

(2015) noted that households with a ﬁnancial adviser tended to be wealthier, have
higher incomes, be more educated, older, and more ﬁnancially literate (through a

meta-analysis). The logistic regressions shown in this analysis (Table 1) suggest

that households headed by a female and those who are married are more likely to
use a ﬁnancial planner or transactional adviser, but there is no statistically

signiﬁcant relation between age, income, or ﬁnancial assets. With respect to the

use of friends as an information source, these households tended to have higher
income levels but lower levels of education. For the Internet, these households

had lower levels of income, more education, and were more likely to be male and
not white.

Analysis
Determining the soundness of ﬁnancial decision-making for a household is

subjective. This analysis focused more on household decisions (the process),

versus more outcome-oriented variables (wealth or savings levels). Focusing on
decisions reduced potential issues associated with reverse causality, because

clients with more wealth become increasingly attractive to ﬁnancial advisers and it
may be difﬁcult to determine the role of the ﬁnancial adviser with respect to the
wealth creation, as well as the fact more wealth doesn’t necessarily imply the
household has made (or is making) optimal ﬁnancial planning decisions.

As noted previously, the analysis used data from the 2001, 2004, 2007, 2010,

2013, and 2016 waves of the SCF. To be included in the analysis, the respondent
had to be between the ages of 25 and 55, have children, have a minimum of

wage income and normal income of $25,000, and at least $5,000 in ﬁnancial
assets and retirement assets. Five ﬁnancial decision-making domains were

considered for the analysis: (1) portfolio risk appropriateness; (2) savings habits;
(3) life insurance coverage; (4) revolving credit card debt; and (5) emergency
savings. These tests are introduced below:

Portfolio risk appropriateness. This test determined if the household’s retirement
assets were invested in a portfolio that had a risk level that would generally be

considered prudent, given the respondent’s age. For the analysis, the equity level

of retirement assets (e.g., 401(k)s, IRAs, etc.) was determined and compared with
the Morningstar® Moderate Lifetime IndexSM based on the respondent’s age,
assuming a retirement age of 65.

To be considered prudently invested, the equity level must be within 25

percentage points of the Morningstar Moderate Lifetime Index (25 points above or
below the glide path, bounded by 100 percent and 0 percent, respectively). The

glide path, or equity target, for the Morningstar Moderate Lifetime Index and the
respective upper and lower bounds targets are included in Figure 2.

This was effectively a test that the portfolio was diversiﬁed and reasonably

consistent with a general target risk level given the investor’s age. Only retirement
assets were considered because these are typically savings directed toward a

single goal (retirement) with a relatively similar begin date (approximately age 65).
There will of course be situations where the allocations should deviate from the

target; therefore, this was viewed more as a general test to ensure the household
had their retirement assets invested in a reasonable manner. The 25-point band
created a relatively wide range that would include virtually every target-date
mutual fund family series in the U.S. market.

Savings habits. This test focused on whether the household had a savings plan
in place. The speciﬁc text of the SCF question was: “Which of the following
statements on this page comes closest to describing your (and your

husband/wife/partner’s) saving habits?” There were six potential responses such

as not saving at all, saving whatever is left over at the end of the month, or some
type of savings plan (e.g., saving the income of one family member, saving non-

regular income, and a regular savings program). For this analysis, so long as the
household had some type of savings plan in place, it was considered to have
good savings habits. Savings habits were the focus, versus the amount of

savings, to simplify the analysis and because of SCF data limitations related to
savings variables.

Life insurance coverage. This domain focused on whether the household had

face value life insurance at least equal to the total wage income of the household.

All households in this analysis had children; therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that some level of life insurance would be desirable for most households. The

ideal level of coverage was not estimated. The vast majority of households in this

dataset should have more than the relatively low threshold of just one times wage

income. This test showed whether the household had thought about life insurance
enough to make even a relatively de minimis purchase. It is likely that some

households may have no need life insurance; however, the analysis controlled for
basic demographic data and the target was a relatively low threshold.

Revolving credit card debt. This question focused on whether the household

had any revolving credit card debt at the end of the month. Interest rates on credit
cards typically exceed 15 percent7—a “return” the household is highly unlikely to
achieve through investing in the markets (especially on a risk-adjusted and aftertax basis). Therefore, it was assumed the households should not maintain any

revolving credit balances. If the household did maintain any revolving credit, it
was assumed the household was making a poor decision in this domain.
Emergency savings. The ﬁnal test explored whether the household had

adequate emergency savings. This was calculated by dividing total liquid savings
—which included balances in checking accounts, savings accounts, money

market mutual funds, and money market demand accounts—by average normal
income. The goal was to have at least three months income set aside in
emergency savings.

Each household in the SCF had ﬁve implicates, or observations. Each of the ﬁve
tests were conducted for each implicate, resulting in 25 total tests for a

household. The results of the test for each implicate were combined, based on
implicate weights, to get a “pass rate” for the respective domain. Pass rates

ranged from 0 percent, where none of the implicates passed, to 100 percent,

where all the implicates passed. The scores at the individual domain level were

then averaged to get the aggregate ﬁnancial soundness score for the household.

Demographic control variables (e.g., total ﬁnancial assets) are also created using
the implicate weights (i.e., the weighted average of the implicate values for that
household) so that each household had a single set of values.

Figure 3 provides insight into the percentage of households that passed the
respective tests for each of the six SCF datasets included in the analysis.

In Figure 3, most of the tests (except for savings habits) have approximately a 50
percent pass rate. This was somewhat intentional to ensure there was dispersion

in each domain across households (i.e., all households were not passing or failing
for a given domain). The fact that only approximately half of households passed

each test would suggest there is a large potential beneﬁt for ﬁnancial advisers to
help the households make better ﬁnancial decisions.

Results
Regarding results for the ﬁve individual planning domains, while there was

signiﬁcant variation in the aggregate results, the individual metrics were largely
binary. For example, the percentage of households where all implicates either

passed or failed the individual metric ranged from 76.8 percent (for portfolio risk)
to 99.9 percent (for the savings test). Therefore, given the relatively binary nature
of the individual results, the values were transformed and a logistic regression
was performed.

For the logistic regression, for each domain, a value of 1 was assigned for that

test if the pass rate for the household was 50 percent or greater, otherwise, it was
assigned a value of zero. Note, this transformation was only performed for

individual domain tests. The aggregate values were much more varied; only 9

percent of households had a score of zero or 1. Therefore, this transformation was
not necessary when reviewing the aggregate results.

Similar to the logistic regressions exploring information source usage in Table 1, a

number of independent variables were included in these next logistic regressions,
including age, household income, total household ﬁnancial assets, respondent

years of education, whether the respondent is female, whether the household is
single, and whether the household is non-white or Hispanic. In addition, the four
sources of ﬁnancial information were included as dummy variables, which is

whether the household ﬁnancial information source was a ﬁnancial planner, a

friend, the Internet, or a transactional adviser. For each information source, the
coefﬁcient was set to equal 1 if the household used that information source,
otherwise it was zero. Weights for each household were included in logistic
regressions. The results are included in Table 2.

The sign and statistical signiﬁcance of the coefﬁcients varied by test. The

coefﬁcients for years of education and ﬁnancial assets were always positive and

signiﬁcant for four of the ﬁve tests (all but portfolio risk). This suggests households
with more education and more ﬁnancial assets tend to make better ﬁnancial
decisions.

The coefﬁcient for age was negative (and statistically signiﬁcant) for those same

four domains (all but portfolio risk), which suggests older households are making
worse decisions; however, the odds ratio was not that different from 1, which
implies the economic impact of age is relatively low. There was quite a bit of

inconsistency across some of the other variables. For example, the sign and
statistical signiﬁcance of the income variable varied across domains.

The ﬁnancial planner coefﬁcients were the most positive for all but the credit card
metric (where it was second), but only statistically signiﬁcant for three of the ﬁve

domains. The Internet coefﬁcients were the second best for all but the credit card
metric (where it was ﬁrst), while the transactional adviser and friend coefﬁcients
were generally the worst or second worst coefﬁcients.

For the portfolio risk appropriateness domain logistic regression, only the ﬁnancial

planner coefﬁcient was positive and statistically signiﬁcant. This suggests the
probability of having a portfolio that is even generally consistent with age was

higher if the household used a ﬁnancial planner, but effectively random for the
other information sources.

Individual test results may be interesting; however, the aggregate ﬁnancial

soundness metric was the primary focus of this analysis. For this, an ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression was performed where the dependent variable was the
average pass rate across the ﬁve domains for each household. The same

independent variables as past regressions were included in these regressions,

and the regressions include household weights. Four separate regressions were

performed, each including different sets of available independent variables. The
results of the OLS regressions are shown in Table 3.

Households that make better ﬁnancial decisions tended to be younger, have lower
incomes, more ﬁnancial assets, higher levels of education, have a male

respondent, are married, and are white. The most signiﬁcant variables were

ﬁnancial assets and years of education, both of which had positive coefﬁcients
(which is consistent with past research). The negative coefﬁcients for age and

income potentially warrant greater study, given that both are typically positively
associated with ﬁnancial sophistication.

The base demographic variables (e.g., Model 1) explained a signiﬁcant degree

more of household ﬁnancial soundness than the ﬁnancial information source (e.g.,
Model 2), as evidenced by the R² values (see Table 3). This suggests while the
source of ﬁnancial information is important, other household attributes were
materially more so.

Households that used ﬁnancial planners as their ﬁnancial information source were
making the best decisions of the groups studied, followed by those using the

Internet. Households that were using a transactional adviser were making the
worst decisions, and households using friends were the second worst.

It cannot be concluded that working with a ﬁnancial planner is the reason those

households were making better ﬁnancial choices due to potential selection bias;
the outcome could be endogenous to the selection of the information source.

However, these ﬁndings at least imply that working with a ﬁnancial planner can
help households make better ﬁnancial decisions, while working with a
transactional adviser may actually result in worse decisions.

It is not known why households working with a transactional adviser were making
the worst decisions of the groups studied; although one can speculate. One

possibility is that these households may have a false sense of conﬁdence about

their ﬁnancial soundness because they get advice in a few domains and think that
are covered in all domains when they are, in fact, not. One problem with this

hypothesis is that households working with a transactional adviser were doing the
worst in effectively every domain considered. In other words, it’s not that

households working with a transactional adviser were doing one thing really well

and everything else poorly; they were doing everything poorly. It’s possible there
are aspects of households that selected transactional advisers that were not
controlled for in this analysis or other areas where they improve outcomes
affecting these results. Future research may provide clarity here.

A secondary analysis was performed to see how the aggregate scores have

changed across the four information sources. This analysis was similar to the

information in Figure 3; however, instead of looking at the individual results, this

analysis compared the average aggregate score for each household, based on
household information source, and then controlled for the SCF year. This

approach ensured the average score among the four sources for each SCF was
zero. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Overall, the time varying results in Figure 4 are relatively similar to the regression

results shown in Table 3, where the ﬁnancial planner values were consistently the
highest, and the transactional adviser and friend were typically and consistently
the lowest.

Note, however, the reduction the average score among households that used the
Internet. Households using the Internet as the primary information source scored
almost 5 percent higher than the average in 2001, while households using the

Internet in 2016 scored 2 percent below average (which was the worst among the
four sources considered). There are a variety of potential reasons for this. One

may be that the beneﬁts associated with the Internet were due largely to “early

adopters,” and as usage increased, the caliber and intentions of Internet users
have declined. This gets to the fundamental issue around selection bias that is
difﬁcult to control for in this type of analysis. This topic is also likely worth
exploring in future research.

Implications for Financial Advisers
The results of this analysis are consistent with the growing body of research that

working with a ﬁnancial adviser can result in better outcomes, as well as empirical
research suggesting that ﬁnancial advisers can actually make some households
worse off. How it is possible that ﬁnancial advisers can both help and hurt their

clients? This is largely due to the relatively ambiguous nature of the term “ﬁnancial
adviser.” Financial advisers can provide signiﬁcantly different scopes of services
and advisers can be compensated in myriad ways. This heterogeneity creates

signiﬁcant issues when attempting to empirically assess the “value” of ﬁnancial
advice.

These ﬁndings strongly suggest that ﬁnancial advisers who focus on ﬁnancial

planning are having a positive impact on households, especially compared to

ﬁnancial advisers that are more transactional in nature. These results should not
be misconstrued to suggest ﬁnancial advisers cannot provide value if they are

paid primarily through commissions, or that certain types of adviser registration

methods are worse than others. What matters are the services being provided to

the client and consequently how the client perceives the nature of the relationship.
Helping clients accomplish goals typically requires more than just selling a
product, such as a mutual fund or annuity—it requires a ﬁnancial plan with

ongoing management. Financial advisers that provide these services are not likely
to be described as transactional in nature; rather they are likely be described as
ﬁnancial planners.

Conclusions
This paper explored the quality of ﬁve household ﬁnancial planning decisions

(portfolio risk level, savings habits, life insurance coverage, revolving credit card
balances, and emergency savings) across four information sources (ﬁnancial

planners, transactional ﬁnancial advisers, friends, or the Internet). The quality of

household decisions was found to vary across information sources. Households
using a ﬁnancial planner made the best decisions, followed by the Internet.
Households using a transactional adviser made the worst decisions.

It cannot be concluded that using a ﬁnancial planner entirely explains better

decision-making of those households due to implications around selection bias.
However, these ﬁndings do suggest that the potential value associated with
working with a ﬁnancial adviser could differ signiﬁcantly by adviser type.

These ﬁndings also have important implications for future research exploring the
value of ﬁnancial advice, especially in an empirical setting. Any kind of analysis
that focuses primarily on transactional advisers may yield signiﬁcantly different

conclusions on the value of ﬁnancial advice than one focused on advisers that are
comprehensive.

Additionally, there is signiﬁcant evidence that households using the Internet are
making better-than-average ﬁnancial planning decisions, although the beneﬁt

does appear to be declining over time. The potential value of the Internet as a

source of ﬁnancial information and advice is notable given the signiﬁcant increase
in usage over the last 15 years or so, especially if its role as an information source
continues to increase into the future.

Endnotes
1. See the SEC’s “Investor Bulletin: Top Tips for Selecting a Financial
Professional,” posted August 25, 2016 at

sec.gov/investor/pubs/invadvisers.htm.

2. See CFP Board professional demographics data at cfp.net/newsevents/research-facts-ﬁgures/cfp-professional-demographics.

3. See The American College of Financial Services data at

theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/ChFC-CFP.

4. The other is the National Longitudinal Study of Youth (bls.gov/nls/home.htm).

5. A similar question in the SCF asks about sources of information for borrowing
money or obtaining credit. This analysis only considered the savings and

investment question because the majority of tests cover only these domains.
Additionally, the household sources vary across the two questions, which
would create additional classiﬁcation groups that would complicate the
analysis.

6. This speciﬁc ﬁlter is important later in the analysis when determining life
insurance coverage adequacy as well as savings habits.

7. See current credit card interest rate data at bankrate.com/ﬁnance/creditcards/current-interest-rates.aspx.
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New Funding Approach
Needed to Improve
Financial Literacy
The IFPHK recently proposed an alternative funding
approach to intensify ﬁnancial education efforts to
protect vulnerable senior investors in a rapidly
ageing population, says IFPHK Chief Executive
Ofﬁcer Dennis Lau.
Hong Kong spending on promoting ﬁnancial literacy has remained stagnant due
to a lack of funding sources for ﬁnancial education. Most countries surveyed by

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development in 2013/14 on progress
on ﬁnancial education reported that their national strategy for ﬁnancial education
is ﬁnanced by a combination of public and private resources. Hong Kong,

however, relies solely on government funding from the Investor Education Center
(IEC), formed in 2012 as a subsidiary of the Securities and Futures Commission.
Limited funding is a curb on diversity efforts and stunts actions to expand

ﬁnancial education in Hong Kong. According to the IEC’s annual report, its

spending on education programmes in 2016/17 was HK$33 million. This is just a
small portion of Hong Kong’s GDP of HK$628,459 million for the ﬁrst quarter of
2017.

The lack of funding for ﬁnancial education poses a challenge for Hong Kong

where ﬁnancial literacy is urgently needed to tackle the growing risks in ﬁnancial
markets and a rapidly aging society. To help tackle the problem, the IFPHK has
recently proposed to the Financial Secretary a new funding approach to raise
ﬁnancial literacy of consumers. Instead of just relying on IEC’s funding, we

proposed the establishment of a Financial Education Foundation Fund with

sources coming from levies collected by various ﬁnancial regulators with the fund
administered by IEC. Once adopted, this approach will immediately see an
improvement in the funding and lead to new ideas and programmes for

continuous ﬁnancial education in Hong Kong, in addition to the current projects
offered by the IEC.

Establishing the Financial Education Foundation Fund
Our proposal for the Financial Education Foundation Fund is in line with the global
advocacy of Financial Planning Standards Board (FPSB). FPSB and its network of
afﬁliates, including IFPHK, are committed to improving levels of ﬁnancial literacy

and ﬁnancial capability among the global public. In Hong Kong, the Institute has
tirelessly worked on raising the public’s ﬁnancial literacy to protect investors. As
early as 2009, we provided recommendations to the government proposal to
enhance the protection of the investing public, following the aftermath of the

Lehman Brothers Minibond Saga. In 2010, the IFPHK submitted a response to the
consultation paper on the establishment of the Investor Education Council (later

named formally as Investor Education Centre). In 2015, we provided comments to
map out Hong Kong’s Strategy for Financial Literacy. This year we launched the

ﬁrst IFPHK Financial Education Leadership Awards to encourage city-wide efforts
to enhance ﬁnancial literacy in Hong Kong.

With our latest proposal, the IFPHK aims to strengthen protection for senior

investors who are more vulnerable to manipulation and fraudulent offers. By

launching the Financial Education Foundation Fund, the government can support
diversiﬁed ﬁnancial education programmes tailored to different age groups in

general and the elderly, speciﬁcally. Organizations can obtain funding to support
their measures to promote ﬁnancial wellness. Armed with its rich experience in

ﬁnancial education, the IEC can act as the secretariat for the foundation, and be
responsible for establishing funding criteria, approval of applications, and daily
operations.

Learning from Overseas Examples
To establish the fund, we refer the government to overseas examples on how they
have managed ﬁnancial education fund in different ways. “Private funding is

sometimes collected through a statutory levy on ﬁnancial institutions (Money
Advice Service in the UK) or made available from the collection of ﬁnes for

contraventions to regulation (South Africa),” said the OECD/INFE Progress Report
on Financial Education.

In countries such as Indonesia and South Africa, private ﬁnancial institutions have

to develop ﬁnancial education as a part of their strategy on social responsibility. In

some regions, private institutions provide some voluntary funding for targeted
communities or for nonproﬁt ﬁnancial education projects, said the report.

In 2012, the Australian government set up a not-for-proﬁt organization to run the

Financial Literacy Australia Grants (FLA) programme to support social groups to
advance ﬁnancial literacy in Australia. FLA encourages cooperation between

corporate, government, community and education sectors, and allocates funding

to ﬁnancial literacy projects which are innovative and accessible to a wider range
of people.

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), for instance, demands

securities intermediaries to earmark funds for investor protection education. The
Reserve Bank of India requires state-owned banks to open ﬁnancial literacy

centres to promote ﬁnancial literacy on a massive scale via indoor and outdoor
activity camps.

Taking Up a Role in Financial Education
In recent years, different NGOs, ﬁnancial institutions and professional bodies have

invested their resources in promoting ﬁnancial literacy in Hong Kong. The ﬁnancial
education initiatives are mainly driven by non-governmental organizations (47.6%)

and business sector (35%), mostly banks and insurance companies, according to
the Hong Kong Financial Education Landscape Research Final Report published
by the Hong Kong Council of Social Service in 2016.

“One notable example is a collaborative initiative between industry associations

engaging CSSA (Comprehensive Social Security Assistance) recipients and lowincome families to deliver concepts related to saving, rational spending,

budgeting, insurance, investment and Mandatory Provident Fund management,”
said the report.

The Family Welfare Society, which recently received the IFPHK Financial

Education Leadership Awards, is another role model in addressing the ﬁnancial
education needs of low-income families. In 2016, with funding support from
HSBC, the Society established the "Financial Education Centre” to address
improper ﬁnancial management among local youths and families.

The centre piloted a ﬁve-year programme, S-QUBE - Youth Financial

Empowerment Project, to offer young people and parents with adequate

knowledge and engender habits in ﬁnancial management. They learn good

ﬁnancial habits and can begin working on long-term ﬁnancial plans. It also

introduced the ﬁnancial social work model from the United States to provide

systematic training for social workers to promote ﬁnancial wellbeing among their
clients.

The above examples show that different parties in society can play a role in

ﬁnancial education. To broaden ﬁnancial education in scale and diversity, the

government should encourage the business sector, nongovernmental groups and
even statutory bodies to support the funding scheme either by providing funding
or delivering courses.

Protecting Senior Investors Through Financial Education
The government should not delay on means for improving ﬁnancial literacy,
especially in times of rapid ageing when a massive number of elderly need

ﬁnancial knowledge to plan for their retirement. The ageing group is growing at an
alarming rate in Hong Kong. A cursory visit to any hospital outpatient clinics will
offer a shocking sight of silver haired citizens. The number of elderly persons

aged 65 and over is projected to grow more than double in the next 20 years,

jumping from 1.16 million (16.6 per cent of the total population) in 2016 to 2.37
million (31.1 per cent) in 2036, according to the Census and Statistics
Department.

There are no speciﬁc laws to protect seniors with regard to ﬁnancial services in
Hong Kong, a situation which is similar to other countries, despite the fact that

they are a vulnerable group in the complicated ﬁnancial markets. A new report,

named "Senior Investor Vulnerability", published by IOSCO in March, revealed that
seniors are at a higher risk than other investors of losing money to fraud or to

being misled by others. It also indicated that the biggest risks to senior investors
are unsuitable investments, ﬁnancial fraud and their diminished cognitive

capability to understand what they are being offered. Complex products, deﬁcient
ﬁnancial literacy, and social isolation pose additional risks to senior investors.

These vulnerabilities are growing as many investors assume greater responsibility
for their retirement and ﬁnancial future. In light of a rapid increase in so-called

retirement products in markets, we are concerned on whether senior investors
have the level of ﬁnancial literacy to make sound decisions in buying such
products.

The report urged regulators to deliver more educational programmes and

resources targeting senior investors. This is certainly a key step Hong Kong

should take to protect our elderly by equipping them with knowledge and

understanding of services and products. The 2018-2019 Budget addresses
concerns of the ageing population. Among the initiatives is the Life Annuity

Scheme to be launched by the HKMC Annuity this year. The Insurance Authority
will also encourage the development of the deterred annuity market. With these

developments, there is urgent need to increase senior investors’ ﬁnancial literacy
on retirement planning and retirement products.

In the Budget, the Financial Secretary has set aside a dedicated provision of

HK$500 million to develop the ﬁnancial services industry. We would like to urge
the government to assign part of the fund to launch the proposed Financial

Education Foundation Fund to strengthen the public’s ﬁnancial literacy. Nothing is
impossible if we have faith and the will to move forward. The government should
make a concerted shift in policy to make ﬁnancial education effective in Hong
Kong.

Fintech: Friend or foe?
With technology being part of everyday life,
the modern client has shifted their expectations around efﬁciency.
When it comes to ﬁnancial planning, they desire easier and more
efﬁcient interactions. However the planning process that a
professional ﬁnancial planner undertakes has requirements
governed by the obligations of the best interest duty and a strict
adherence to the fundamental six steps of the ﬁnancial planning
process.
Many of these processes require detailed document construction from the inputs
gathered from deep client engagement and exploration of a client’s ﬁnancial

world. That process of discovery historically is not a digitised one. Furthermore
the components of a client’s ﬁnancial world are often not digital. A challenge

presents. For the modern professional ﬁnancial planner, how do they engage with
an increasingly digital client and deliver efﬁciencies in process and client

engagement in a manner that is cognisant of the ﬁnancial planning process?
In 2013, the FPA sought to raise the bar of professionalism and issued a

challenge to the planning community. Guidance was provided around solutions to
meet best interest duty obligations. The solutions encompassed processes
around, and supporting of, the six step ﬁnancial planning process.

Human led and digitally powered, fintech presents a real
opportunity for our profession. However, what is lacking
is a thorough understanding of the solutions on offer to
financial planners, AFSLs, associations and regulators, in
terms of how they work and whether or not these solutions
can deliver on their promises.

Dante De Gori CFP®
CEO, Financial Planning Association of Australia
The FPA extrapolated these steps, deﬁning what professional ﬁnancial planners
do in their client interactions. Effectively, ﬁnancial planners at that time were

provided a synopsis of what best practice looks like on a daily basis for ﬁnancial
planners, such insights that can only be delivered from a true understanding of
what ﬁnancial planners actually do. These behaviours have a focus in four key
areas:

Professional engagement – having transparent conversations with clients about
the ﬁnancial planning process, the ﬁnancial planner's role and services,

competence and experience to determine whether the ﬁnancial planner can meet
the clients’ needs.

Professional competence – considering the ﬁnancial planner's limitations and
authorisations and whether their education, professional entry, CPD to maintain
competence, experience and expertise, enable them to meet the ﬁnancial
planning needs of the client.

Professional diagnosis – analysing the client's information, strengths and

weaknesses, capabilities and preferences in managing money, tolerance and
appetite for risk, to identify needs and scope of the engagement.

Recommend in Best Interest – understanding the role of the FPA Code of
Professional Practice in placing the client’s interests ﬁrst.

Can these processes of discovery and delivery be digitised? Can an algorithm
deliver the necessary analysis that results in a ﬁnancial plan that places the

client’s best interests ﬁrst? Can technology be used to enhance the engagement

and therefore the outcomes that a client receives from working with a professional
ﬁnancial planner? Or can the relationship with a ﬁnancial planner be replaced by
a digital portal? By an app? This report examines these questions.

The report unpacks the central premise of best practice ﬁnancial planning to

discover what technology is available to ﬁnancial planners to support the client
journey and outcomes.

There is clarity in what this report delivers:

There is clarity in what this report delivers:
A navigation through the world of ﬁntech in Australia for ﬁnancial planners;
The mapping of ﬁntech companies to the six step ﬁnancial planning
process;

A snapshot directory of the relevant ﬁntech companies that can be deployed
in the six step ﬁnancial planning process, and;

An awareness of how Australians are being engaged by ﬁntech companies
attempting to win the hearts, minds and wallets of Australians.

This report, because of the very nature of ﬁntech – (being fast paced, dynamic,

ever changing, blissfully unaware of ﬁnancial services regulation, legislation and
embedded practice and thus at its core, disruptive) – will be an evolving work.
Hence the report has a digital delivery, allowing it to be easily and quickly

updated as the landscape, or rather the cloud, shifts and changes formation in
the months and years ahead.

The report is also the ﬁrst step in a collection of work the FPA will be developing
for members. Over the coming year, the FPA will be developing tools and

resources to assist members take the ideas discussed in this report, and make
them operational in their businesses.

Do you know how to ﬁntech?
Here’s a statistic that might shock. Since 2010 in the US alone $50b USD has
been invested in ﬁntech companies1. Many of these companies are scoping to

provide ﬁnancial planning advice to consumers that is relevant, time appropriate,
efﬁcient and priced appropriately. The biggest issue for ﬁnancial planners is not
that this is happening. That fact is irrefutable and there is no rewinding of the
progress that has been made in the virtual advice forays that has already

occurred across markets such as the US. What is and what should be more

concerning is that the ﬁnancial planning solutions that are being provided are
purported to be more collaborative, personal and comprehensive than ever

before and the suggestion is that they are as such rivalling the face to face
proposition of the average planning business.

Many of the tools being utilised by ﬁntech are available to all ﬁnancial planners
and some have been available for some time. They have to a degree been

ignored due to a combination of factors such as confusion about the ﬁntech
landscape and the speed of change in technology.

Financial planners today can use ﬁntech to engage clients in complex modelling

scenarios to client friendly portals. Yet as an example very few ﬁnancial planners
have adopted the client portal online capabilities of their CRM software.

Our research suggests there are three main initiatives that an adaptive ﬁnancial
planning businesses can enact:

1. They can offer clients a personal ﬁnancial management site, application or
document vault.

These sites and apps, host a clients ﬁnancial information and provide a complete
snapshot and then an assessment of a clients ﬁnancial position. By adding in

expense and income ﬂow, this becomes a valuable resource for a client but also a
trigger for planning conversations many of which that can have triggers

automated by notiﬁcations and thresholds that deliver key information to a client
when most appropriate.

2. As a result they can deliver ﬁnancial plans that are not generic.
By capturing appropriate “vault” and cash ﬂow information, the ﬁnancial

conversations and plans that can be facilitated are not generic but highly tailored.
Further they follow life stages and ignore the fall back of generic strategy such as
modern portfolio theory recommendations (think a generic balanced fund or fund
of fund series across a risk proﬁle that is a snapshot in time of how a client was
feeling on a particular day!). Rather portfolios are structured based on lifestyle
analysis co-ordinated with real time data on a clients ﬁnancial behaviour.

3. Communication steps up to the modern age in a modern planning
business.

Have you Facetimed anyone lately? We do it with friends and family all the time.

Expressions, excitement, anxieties all become very tangible. It’s because you see

them eye to eye. Wendy Lea2 in her book The new rules of customer engagement
wrote “when the person can see eye to eye, they feel more comfortable and

natural”. Wendy was writing about video meeting engagement. According to

Cisco recently3, the new breed of simple, accessible, high-deﬁnition video

conferencing has ushered in a new era of face-to-face collaboration over

distance. From one-on-ones to team meetings, candidate interviews, training

sessions, sales presentations – nearly any meeting you can do in person, you can
do over video, and equally effectively. Financial planners around the globe are
already forging business models around video meetings and live chat that
combined are reducing the cost to serve4.

Over and above all of this, what technology is doing for ﬁnancial planners, is
allowing them to implement planning models that showcase the beneﬁts of

ﬁnancial planning, and deliver it to clients in an efﬁcient and highly engaging
manner and where compliance / regulatory requirements are inbuilt into the
process.

DISRUPTION
However in Australia the question that remains is: have ﬁnancial planners
left themselves open to disruption (read: the loss of customers) by:
Not changing business models and creating efﬁciencies in their business

Ignoring technology available (example: CRM customer portals with open
access to collaboration tools)

Employing old processes that are inefﬁcient

And as a consequence a resultant inability to see more clients / prospects.

ADAPTIVE
We believe that the adaptive ﬁnancial planner and planning business can:
Have a CRM that is open to clients for collaboration

Maximise the data in their CRM for identifying trends and opportunities in
their client base

Map their clients' social and employment circle

Create news items and alerts to clients and their social circle based on an
analysis of demographic and lifestyle factors that tap into social network
platforms

Create efﬁciencies in advice via virtual meetings

Minimise advice risk via meeting recordings that are embedded into clients'
ﬁles and planning documents and communications.

BENEFITS

The beneﬁts for the adaptive ﬁnancial planner are plentiful:
Higher conversions from prospect to sale
Greater retention and no opt in leakage
Referrals

Higher than average net promoter scores

Higher proﬁtability and margins well above the average advice business.
Most importantly they are ﬁntech disruption proof which equals thriving in the face
of change and changing client engagement protocols.
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7 Traits in the Making of a
Successful Financial Planner
By Joseph Paul Kennedy, CFP
What are some discernible attributes that
you believe sets one adviser apart from

another? We are just off the heels of the
inaugural FPAS Financial Planner

Awards and it is an appropriate time to

consider traits that can help you to reach
a more successful you. Here is my

offering of seven traits that can help you
to succeed.

1. Client-centric
We hear so much about being client-

centric. It is only natural as our work involves building relationships, developing

trust and assisting families to improve their ﬁnancial health and buoyancy in times
of a crisis. Focusing on our client is a basic requirement. As a starting point,

address client’s issues from their perspective. This often takes time to uncover

and requires a willingness to develop a listening ear. [Note to self: Talk less, listen

more]. Genuine concern for each client within their own set of values even culture

is paramount. Why does he feel a certain way? What experiences has she had to
create her current views?

2. Goals-focused
At least once a year step back and take a look at the bigger picture. Determine
what you would like to accomplish over the next year. Consider areas in your

business that you feel need the most immediate attention. Consider skills you

would like to strengthen that can help you reach your goals. Next, break down

the goal into monthly, weekly and daily activities that will help you keep on track.
You’ve likely heard the saying “How do you eat an elephant?” - One bite at a

time. Remember to record the activity to verify your progress. No matter what

has happened in the past, continue to evaluate your results and continue to look

at areas that you can control. There will be set backs yet become resilient.
Develop an association with others who are like-minded in their resolve to

succeed. Seek goals for not only your business, but also your family relationships,
physical health and mental health.

3. Embrace & Initiate Change
Okay, so change is happening whether or not we are excited about it. We can
expect more technological advances to disrupt our industry and increase in

speed. New products will be launched. A welcoming and inquisitive approach

will move you to investigate how you can best leverage the new technology and

offerings. Determine how they can be used to produce a positive impact on your
business and solutions for your clients.

We can also be the force for change and seek to initiate change to improve our

business. Take some time to focus on this regularly; perhaps the end of the year

is a good time to identify areas that can be improved for the upcoming year. Take
a regular and systematic approach to the changes you want to make.

4. Adept at Communication
This involves many aspects: how you communicate, frequency of communication
and the message that you are providing to your clients. Verbal and non-verbal
communication are provided by both you and your client. What do you tell a

prospective clients during the initial phone call and in the ﬁrst meeting? What is
your messaging? Communicate with your clients, regularly and meaningfully.

Share short lessons of information that can succinctly educate your clients during
a meeting. You may ﬁnd that a regular newsletter highlighting the “new”, the
“often misunderstood”, and the “inspirational” can prove a useful tool.

Communicate your value proposition. What is it that you strive to provide your

clients? Your clients will have a clearer understanding why they should introduce
you to others.

Consider providing a client report to cement the action decided by the client for
the upcoming year. It provides a concise track record of successes and shows

areas that may still require future action. Without the written report, the decisions

and past successes tend to fade away. Use the information in the reports to help
clients make better decisions based on facts.

5. Positive Attitude

We all face setbacks. It’s how we handle them that moves us forward or halts us

into inaction. Our activities won’t always produce the results we want. Dig in, take
control of what you can control and help your clients solve problems and grow
your business. You will ﬁnd your positive attitude will affect others and your
clients and colleagues will enjoy witnessing your progress and success.

6. Motivator
This trait is the ability to inﬂuence and persuade others. It goes beyond helping a
client become aware of blind spots and helping to create a plan. It brings him to
take important action to improve his ﬁnancial health. In many cases it involves
education and anecdotes. Those with the skill of effectively telling a story will
likely have the capability to motivate.

Learning sales techniques that help to persuade a client to improve his ﬁnancial
situation moves them closer to their ﬁnancial goals. Develop an awareness and

understanding how and why people make decisions. Read articles and books on
ﬁnancial behavior to improve your ability to understand the decision making
process.

7. Entrepreneurial Business Acumen
Make the decision to continuously review your business. Take both a short-term
and long-term view that will sustain your practice. Determine the practice you

want to create, the services you want to provide and the business approach that
is most suitable for you and your clients. Regularly evaluate your offering and

keep reﬁning it based on client feedback you receive. Work with a mentor to help
you uncover your own biases and blind spots. Leverage on their expertise and
views. She could be someone outside of the industry who can give you a fresh

perspective. Identify your desired market and delve into the special needs and

characteristics of that market. Learn what differentiates you from other ﬁnancial

planners and challenge yourself to make the business decisions that are aligned
with your uniqueness.

To increase proﬁtability, consider building your own team or hiring employees so
that you can spend more time building relationships and focusing on client

development. Is a fee-based approach within your aspirations. Find a way to
make it happen if that is what you want.

Assess Your Traits and Strengths

These seven traits are all important. Yes, there are others. I encourage you to

reﬂect on your own talents, interests and even shortcomings and take the time
necessary to plan and take action for greater success. I dare say: you, your

clients, your prospective clients, colleagues, family and friends will all come out
the winner. Good luck!

Permission to reprint this article was generously provided by the Financial Planning Association Of
Singapore

Excel Functions Which Every Financial
Advisor Should Use!
By Dr. Alok Kumar, Ph.D, CFP, MBA
One of the powerful quotes from Warren Buffet says - “The

most important investment you can make is in yourself”. This
single line of wisdom is highly impactful across people’s age
proﬁle, geographic divides, work areas and it continues to
hold true across all time frames. A simple mantra for

achieving success is to follow this quote; which actually

translates that we should keep learning while continuing with
our respective tasks in hand.

In today’s context, computers have proven to be a very resourceful ally. It is so

very important to leverage the simple tools available to us in our computers. As a

ﬁnancial advisor, many times we ﬁnd that clients are not comfortable with numbers
spread all across, and the calculations seem daunting for them to understand –

unless we convince them by taking through the entire set of calculations. For this,
MS Excel proves to be a very handy tool.

In this article I would like to quickly run through some of the ﬁnancial functions of

Microsoft Excel, which I recommend to be used by our ﬁnancial advisor fraternity.

These functions have proved to be quite effective while discussing ﬁnancial goals,
desired corpus, proposed investments, cash ﬂows and other similar aspects with
the clients.

While most of us would already be taking help of these functions, a quick recap of
some of my favourites might just be worth imbibing for others.

1. Determining the Corpus (Future Value of an Investment)
The ﬁrst thing any client would like to know is what his capital would become if

invested for a certain time frame, assuming a certain growth rate. This might not
be simple for a ﬁnancial advisor to answer from market perspective. But, for the

client’s satisfaction, a numerical value can be easily arrived at by using the (=FV)

function in the MS Excel spreadsheet, taking assumptions, wherever required, as
shown in Graphic 1a below.
(Graphic 1a)

This is an important tool which helps to highlight the importance of long-term
investing and the beneﬁts of compounding for creating wealth.

Future Cost of A Goal: The same function can also be interpreted conversely in
cases where the client shows curiosity to know how much money would be

required by him to meet his future ﬁnancial goal, or the future cost of a goal,
taking inﬂation into consideration (refer Graphic 1b).
(Graphic 1b)

By making the client realize that cost of his every ﬁnancial goal is escalating on
account of inﬂation, we can once again re-emphasise the importance of
systematic long-term investment to him.

2. Determining the Present Value of Future Receivables (XNPV)

The function (=XNPV) is useful to derive the present value of money, designed to
be received at future time lines. It allows us to apply speciﬁc dates to each

receivable cash-ﬂow (of the future), and then discounted to the present date.
While NPV assumes that the time periods between the cash-ﬂows are equal, for

situations where the cash-ﬂows are NOT spaced evenly, XNPV will help us to ﬁnd
the Present Value of such future receivable cash-ﬂows. Graphic 2 illustrates one
such scenario.
(Graphic 2)

3. Determining the Rate of Return on Periodic Investments (XIRR)
‘What is the rate of return on my mutual fund investments till now?’ This again is a
consistent anxiety of many clients. As a ﬁnancial advisor, while we do try to

educate them the difference between absolute return, nominal and effective

return, and the CAGR, the tools available in MS Excel will help us calculate, and
provide answer to such frequent queries, in an easy and convincing manner.

The function (=RATE) will easily determine the CAGR of the investments done

over the time period where the cash-ﬂows have ﬁxed dates (refer Graphic 3a).
(Graphic 3a)

However, in case of SIP investments, using the XIRR function will allow us to apply
speciﬁc dates to each cash ﬂow and then provide the CAGR, which is technically
referred to as XIRR (refer Graphic 3b).
(Graphic 3b)

(Graphic 3b)

4. Determining the Optimum Withdrawal from the Corpus (SWP)
Investments are proposed by the ﬁnancial advisors taking into consideration the

ﬁnancial goals of the client. Building the retirement fund (corpus) is one such goal.
It is worked out by considering the client’s pre- and post-retirement lifestyle,

investment period and years to retirement, longevity, investments proposed and
other assumptions such as prevalent market returns for each asset class.

Moving ahead, once the investments are zeroed down for building the retirement
fund, the client’s immediate query is to know the periodic cash-ﬂows which his

retirement corpus would generate, post-retirement, while maintaining his present
lifestyle, especially with increased longevity and inﬂation.

It is here that application of the (=PMT) function comes in very handy. This tool

makes it quite simple to calculate, and show to the client, the periodic withdrawals
which he can have to meet his post-retirement expenses. It allows us to apply
various permutations and combinations by tweaking the size of the retirement

fund, investment asset class (equity, debt or balanced for assuming the rate of
return), and the time frame for which the withdrawals are sought (refer Graphic
4a).

(Graphic 4a)

By tweaking the parameters as per the client’s convenience, we can rework and
derive the cash-ﬂows till such time he is comfortable (refer Graphic 4b).
(Graphic 4b)

Conclusion
Likewise there are many other functions and tools in MS Excel which can be

leveraged during the discussions with the client. As a ﬁnancial advisor, we have
the ﬁduciary responsibility of guiding people to achieve their ﬁnancial goals not

only for a few years, but perhaps for their entire life-cycle. In such a scenario, it is
all the more important for us to keep ourselves abreast with all the facets of our

trade, including regulatory aspect, product dynamics, macro and micro economic
picture, technical know-how and soft skills.

We can use the tools discussed above to assist our clients while working with
them on their ﬁnancial plans. This will help us leverage our knowledge and

expertise in the best possible way, while keeping the client in the centrum of all
our actions.

In the Absence of Value,
Cost Is an Issue
By David Kop, CFP
Consider your favourite restaurant, where only the best quality ingredients are

used, and the food is cooked on order to your unique speciﬁcations. However, to

get this, it costs three times what you’re used to, and you need to wait 45 minutes
for your meal. Contrast this with a drive-thru takeaway. You get the standard food
that is mass produced, precooked and waiting for someone to come collect. The

wait time is less than ﬁve minutes and the costs are minimal. Which one would you
choose? Would you always get the take away because it is cheaper?

If you are looking for the full experience of eating a meal, then the favourite

restaurant is the logical choice. If it is the day before payday and you are just in a
rush to get a meal in before the next meeting, then take-away it is.

This is why cost should not be focussed on in isolation. Cost becomes an issue

where there is a lack/absence of value. So now that our hunger is satiated, how
do we apply this to ﬁnancial planner or ﬁnancial advisor.

Can working with an adviser help you get better returns?
According to a concept researched and published by Vanguard, named Advisor’s
Alpha, an advisor can achieve better returns to the tune of about 3% per

annum[1]. They have identiﬁed three areas in which an advisor can add value

namely, Portfolio Construction (asset allocation, cost effective implementation,
asset location, total return vs income investing), Wealth Management

(rebalancing, spending strategy) and Behavioural Coaching (advisor guidance). I
will be focussing on behavioural coaching for the remainder of this article.

Behavioural Coaching
One of the biggest dangers to a ﬁnancial plan is sticking to a ﬁnancial plan when

emotions run high. There are many examples of investors selling out when there is
a dip and thereby locking in losses just before a bounce. A study[2] by Vanguard

analysed the performance of 58 168 self-directed Vanguard IRA® investors for a

period of ﬁve years that ended 31 December 2012. The study showed that
investors who exchanged money between funds or into other funds had worse
performance in their portfolios, when compared to investors who stayed the
course.

So, if you are your own worst enemy when it comes to sticking to your ﬁnancial
plan, this is where a ﬁnancial planner can add the most value.

Back to the analogy
This is where you need to consider your ﬁnancial plan. Is the ﬁnancial plan about

the numbers or is it about you? Are you getting generic rule of thumb advice or do
you have a plan that is tailored to you? There is heighted awareness about what
has been termed lifestyle ﬁnancial planning.

Lifestyle ﬁnancial planning differs from traditional advice, in that instead of
jumping straight into the numbers, the ﬁnancial planner ﬁrst takes time to

understand you, the client, and what is important to you as an individual, and

understanding the lifestyle you want to live now and in the future. Only once this is
understood, does the planner jump into the hard facts and numbers and develop
a ﬁnancial plan.

The importance of this process is that, if you get a ﬁnancial plan that is based on

what is important to you and aligned with your personal values and goals, you will
be less likely to deviate from the plan, which will lead to better outcomes.

What about six-step ﬁnancial planning process?
Does lifestyle ﬁnancial planning make the six-step ﬁnancial planning process

irrelevant? In my opinion, no. The process does not dictate how ﬁnancial planning
must be done, but rather provides a framework in which ﬁnancial planning could
be done.

Step 1 – Establish the relationship
While there are certain legislative requirements that need to happen in this step,

the real purpose is that both you and the planner are deciding whether there is a
ﬁt and you can work together on your ﬁnancial goals and needs. After this stage
you and the planner would have an agreement to work together understanding
what roles and responsibilities each party would have in the relationship.
Questions that could be discussed at this stage[3] are:

1. Who you are?
2. How is it you would like the planner to help you?
3. What do are you already doing?

4. In board terms what are you trying to accomplish?

5. What regarding your ﬁnances concerns you the most?
6. How on track are you with accomplishing your goals?
7. What is the next step?

Step 2 – Gather Information and Set Goals
In traditional advice process, this is where you would start crunching the

numbers. In a lifestyle ﬁnancial planning process, this stage would be about the
ﬁnancial planner delving deeper and helping the client talk through the life they
want to live. This stage is ﬁrst and foremost about the client’s values and then
about the numbers.

Step 3 – Analyse the information gathered
The reality is that the analysis stage actually starts in step one and culminates in
this step. It is not a step that is done in isolation, but rather through the planner
asking probing questions in step one and two, and then only the planner and

client will start the analysis process. There may be research that the planner will
need to do based on the client’s unique circumstances.

Step 4 - Develop and present recommendations
In this step the adviser will present the ﬁnancial plan to the client. This is where
the planner provides guidance and coaching to the client that is needed to

achieve their life goals. I have used the words guidance and coaching here, not

instructions. It is important that in this step the client is given conﬁdence, that they
fully understand the recommendations and in their own mind can justify the
action(s) taken.

Step 5 - Implementation
In this step, an agreement is reached on how the plan will be implemented. The
implementation could either be trough the planner, other professionals, or if

products are needed, directly with product suppliers. The important message

here is that action must be taken, otherwise the plan created would become a
wasted document.

Step 6 - Review
The review is not just feedback on the performance of the investments that has
been implemented. The review process is more of a progress report. The

discussion during this step is “When we last met, we agreed that this was the

goal, let’s see how we are doing in meeting that goal.”. The conversation is then

not about what investment returns was achieved, but rather how you are tracking
against your identiﬁed goals in your personal drafted ﬁnancial plan.

Conclusion
If you and your ﬁnancial planner are in sync about what goals you want to achieve
and what lifestyle you want to live, the advice is based on your personal values

and the measurement is how you are tracking against your goals, the value that
you get out of the relationship will far outweigh the cost. Cost only becomes a
problem when there is no value.
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Behavioral Ethics: The Joy of Compliance
1. Which of the following was NOT listed as a consideration for trustworthiness in
relation to managing and dealing with ﬁnancial products?
a. Hidden clauses

b. Illegal charges or fees

c. Appropriate risk tolerance

d. Manipulation of ﬁnancial product terms

Breaking Barriers to Financial Planning
2. Instead of asking, “what is your net worth?”, why would a ﬁnancial planner ask
multiple questions such as "what is the value of your home?"; “how much credit
card debt do you have?”; and “what is your annual household income?”?

a. To obtain the same data while making the process easier on the client.

b. To obtain a comprehensive view of the client's ﬁnancial situation.
c. To gather accurate data.

d. All of the above.

7 Traits of a Successful Financial Planner
3. Based on the article, how often does the author suggest that you take the time
to review your business?

a. Once every 10 years

b. Once every 5 years
c. Every other year

d. Every year

7 Traits of a Successful Financial Planner
4. Which trait does the author refer to as the one that has the “ability to inﬂuence

and persuade others ?
a. Positive attitude

b. Goals-focused
c. Motivator

d. Adept at communication

Excel Functions which every Financial Advisor should use!
5. What does the function PMT used for on the calculator?
a. An inﬂow or outﬂow

b. Variable interest rates

c. Prime maintenance timing

d. The future value of the lump sum payment

In the Absence of Value, Cost is an Issue
6. According to the author, what is the beneﬁt of lifestyle ﬁnancial planning?
a. It can make the six-step planning process irrelevant.

b. It allows you to integrate more planning opportunities for the client.

c. It results in a ﬁnancial plan that is based on the client’s personal values and
goals, which will ultimately lead to better outcomes.

d. It dictates how ﬁnancial planning must be done.

